0<a<l/2, which is a basis for L2 ( -x, 7r ), but which is neither a Bessel nor a Hubert basis, that is:
1. There is a yEL2(-w, x) such that y= E-T=o (y, g»)/». and E;-ol(y>gn)|2=».
2. There is a sequence a" such that E"=o |fl»| 2< °° and yet there is no zEL2( -it, x) such that z= En-o an/m that is, such that (z, gn) =a" for all n.
We shall show that {/"; gn} is not an absolute basis for L2 (-x, x) (see [2, p. 188] As a consequence of the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, the second integral of each line approaches 0 as m approaches infinity since both |x|2a and |x|~2<" belong to Lx(-ir, ir). The first integral of the first line has the value (2/(2a + l))irîa+1, and the first integral of the second line has the value (2/(l -2a))ir1~2a. Thus the assertion of the lemma follows.
Theorem. {/"; gn} is a nonabsolute basis for L2(-ir, ir).
Remark. The proof which follows applies to real Hubert space. However, the following statement is easily verified and shows that the assertion of the theorem is valid in complex Hubert space as well: If {/"; gn} is a basis [an absolute basis] for real L2(-ir, ir), then it is also a basis [an absolute basis] for complex L2( -ir, ir).
Proof of Theorem. Let xn=/n/||/n||2, -X" = ||/"||sg". Then if {fn, gn} is an absolute basis, so is {xn; Xn}, and furthermore, ||x"||j 
